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Introduction
Today, large multinationals and Fortune 1000 companies
have business operations spread across the globe with
multiple regional offices generating documents on clients,
internal departments, government policies and many
more.
Most of the information from these documents are
unstructured or handwritten and inaccessible for
operational processing. These information's are in need to
be extracted into executable structured data for
operational processing. Even with the advancement of
technology there's continuous growth of incoming
documents - through many channels - as well as content
being generated. Organizations are looking for efficient
solutions to reduce operational cost and means to grow
revenue through excellent customer processes.

RapidCAPTURE Version 3 by Datum Solutions offers the
answer to this challenge. You can equip your organization
with a solution for efficiency gain, found by leveraging
document capture techniques that help in managing the
growing volume of documents, forms, data with efficient
automation.
Data extraction from captured content is key. By having all
the valuable data extracted into a usable, actionable
format, you can apply data insight related to business
processes by reducing or eliminating characteristics such
as double data entry and minimize human error in data
entry.

RapidCOGNITIVE is a module to RapidCAPTURE that allows for even more power, flexibility and results. It increases
document classification for non-standard and complex situations to deliver accurate classification results
preventing documents from going into the wrong work processes. Challenging and complex circumstances where
average data extraction tool face challenges, RapidCAPTURE can outperform efficiently. Characteristics such as
multiple tables, checkboxes or multipage fields do not affect accuracy and extraction rates. In addition, the data
normalizer uses machine learning and Artificial Intelligence in RapidCOGNITIVE for further improvement of results.
Each of them has the purpose of driving better results and favorable outcome for your company.

Solve real business problems
It helps organizations provide a ‘role-based security’ by allowing segregation of duties for workflow and protecting
sensitive information.
Streamlines organization’s challenging and cumbersome operations by optimizing manual data entry steps for critical
processes with advanced methods.
Helps organizations with high volumes of documents inflow aiming to reduce their time by opting towards quick
document identification and classification.
Helps business leaders and managers who aim to reduce labor costs and increase automation while increasing
operational and cost efficiency.
Provides verification of key information in real time for efficient decision making from data captured from multiple
unstructured, variable documents either in digital or paper format.
Helps business to focus on advanced and in-depth auditing & reporting capabilities for acquiring better insights with an
intuitive user experience
Provides high quality recognition rates by leveraging new-age technologies viz. artificial intelligence.
Provides organization’s IT departments to leverage capture technologies without the time/cost problems occurring with
other solutions.
Helps CIOs focus on the value of their investment while meeting customer expectations.
RapidCAPTURE empowers organizations with low-code solution configurations independent of IT support.

Benefits over peers

Data Extraction Accuracy approaching 100%.
from structured document

Handwritten and unstructured documents can
be processed with approximately 90% extraction
accuracy leveraging the best OCR and ICR
engine technology available in the industry for
best automation results.

Ability to create classification and extraction
logic easily through advanced Design Console
without involving IT team.

RapidCAPTURE being cloud native and compliant and built on microservice architecture
provides flexibitly required in today’s enterprise
including elastic auto scalability.

RapidCAPTURE Powered with A.I., helps
organizations to move beyond traditional capture
applications, with the ability to extract information from images, structured, unstructured or
variable documents in real-time.
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Attributes
Role based
security

Integration with
existing systems

Allows segregation of duties for workflow and sensitive information protection

Ability to integrate into existing ECM and non-ECM systems and sources for data
lookups and validations

Image processing

Image enhancement/clean-up

Intuitive Interface

Web-based user interface with intuitive design, ensuring quick and seamless adoption

Document
processing

Wide variety of document processing options such as straight-through, manual,
exception handling and handwriting.

Adaptive
core engine

Capable to leverage optimal extraction engine by choice, capitalizing on individual
strengths as per process/use case needed

Advanced Insights

Multiple input
channels

Advanced and indepth auditing & reporting capabilities for better insights with
intuitive user experience

Easily manages various input channels, e.g. faxes, MFD’s, scanners, FTP/shared folders,
adhoc, user entered documents, emails

Multiple Ingestion

Challenging and cumbersome situations that would normally require manual data
entry can be overcome easily with RapidCAPTURE’s advanced features.

Cloud compatible

Kubernetes operating model, delivered in Docker or Docker Swarm configuration.
Whether in Datum’s hosted cloud or your own, start to operations can be achieved in days.

CONTENT AUTOMATION
Field Extraction Quality
Data Enrichment

LOWER INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS
Elastic Infrastructure and Scaling
Leverage Lower Cost Services

Straight Through Processing

AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY
Automatically Classify
Automatically Separate

MULTIPLE MODES OF WORK
Role-based Work Views
Get Next Work
Filtered Work Queues

Smart Capture - Organizational Benefits
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About Datum Solutions
Datum Solutions is a privately held company founded in 2010 and located in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. With global operation
across eight countries, we specialize in providing Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Business Process Management
(BPM), Case Management and Cloud based solutions to meet the business needs of operational departments of commercial
businesses and government agencies. With over 300 ECM professionals on board and experience in 250 successfully implemented ECM projects worldwide, our project delivery model allows us to implement innovative technology solutions including managed and hosted outsourcing options which assist our clients in meeting their business goals.

Our Offerings:
Business-IT Strategy Creation

RapidSUITE Product Family

Business Value Identification

Industry Specific Accelerators

Business Application Development

Cloud Enablement

Operations & Maintenance Optimization

External Content Enablement

Data & Platform Migration

Hosting & Managed Services

Office Address:
Datum Solutions, LLC
410 N Shortridge Road
Indianapolis, IN 46219
Telephone:
(+1) 317 790 6818
Fax:
(+1) 317 863 1071
Email:
info@datumsolutions.net
Website:
www.datumsolutions.net

